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Sharf : We focus on promotion to attract 
major investment companies.

Egyptian investments in Yemen reached 27.6 billion Riyal since 

nineties:

Bahartha discussed with the Egyptian 
trade representative to Yemen the economic 
and investment cooperation .

GIA  participating in investment workshop 
for Arab countries in Cairo.



Egyptian investments in Yemen reached 27.6 billion Riyal since nineties:

Bahartha discussed with the Egyptian trade representative 
to Yemen the economic and investment 

The acting chairman of the 
General Investment Authority 
Mr. Anis Awad  Bahartha along 
with Mr. Mohamed Ahmed 
Hussein , Head of the promotion 
sector , searched with the 
Egyptian trade representative 
to Yemen , Minister 
Plenipotentiary Mr. Mohammad 
Bakri Ajami the way to develop 
the economic and investment 
relations between Yemen and 
Egypt . 
Baratha welcomed H.E 
the Egyptian Minister and 
expressed his happiness 
to the visit enhancing the 
cooperation between the two 
brotherly countries in the field 
of investment and trade.
In this respect, they discussed 
a number of areas of economic 

cooperation especially in 
investment and trade and 
the possibility of increasing 
the Yemeni, Egyptian trade 
exchange.
Furthermore, Mr. Mohamed 
Hussein Head of the promotion 
sector highlighted the functions 
of the GIA in attracting the 
FDI to Yemen and presented 
a detailed explanation of 
Egyptian investment in Yemen 
and reviewed the agreement 
signed previously between 
Yemen and Egypt. 
On his part, Mr. Al-Ajami was so 
pleased with his visit, hoping to 
increase Egyptian investments 
in the coming phase and praised 
the Yemeni new investment law 
with the attractive facilities and 
guarantees.

The investment capital f the 
Egyptian investment projects 
reached 27.6 billion Riyal since 
the establishment of the GIA 
in 1992 up to 2011 consisting 
of 42 projects distributed on 
all the vital sectors in the 
various governorates and have 
provided approximately 1500 
jobs vacancies.

Factory for coffee 
Roasting and Packaging 

in Aden Free Zone

Dr. Abdul Jaleel AlShuaibi the Chairman of the Aden Free Zone 
discussed with the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Fee Food 
Company Mr. Mohamed Ahmed Basha the requested licensing 
procedures for establishing a factory for roasting and packaging of 
Yemeni coffee from its local sources.
 
Dr. AlShuaibi welcomed the establishment of such investments, noting 
that this project is the first of its type in the field of food at the level of 
the free zone and the Republic of Yemen, underlined the support of 
the whole region for this project and its readiness to provide all the 
facilities and benefits.
Mr. Basha, the company›s Chairman presented to the Chairman of the 
Free Zone a detailed description of the project whose cost reaches 
2.8 million U.S. dollars and with a capacity of 3000 metric tons per 
year, saying that this project will create new jobs and will contribute 
to stimulate farmers to grow coffee. The implementation phase of this 
plant will end in 2012 ,  actual production will start early 2013.



Sharf : We focus on promotion 
to attract major investment 

GIA  participating in investment 
workshop for Arab countries in 

Cairo.

H.E the Minister of Oil and Minerals Mr. Hisham Sharaf  
Abdullah has assured that the government will exert 
a lot of efforts in the upcoming period to encourage  
and attract local and foreign companies, and  provide 
them with the lucrative package of the incentives 
besides solving all investment bottlenecks that might 
face their activities.
Further, he said we will focus on promotion to attract   
major oil companies in Yemen, and to accelerate the 
negotiation and concluding contracts and adopting 
fast-track procedures for government approvals, 
which reflect a positive image of Yemen and its 
attractive promising environment to capital inflows.

He announced for a new approach to promote the 
principle of sharing and exploitation of gas production 
companies to stimulate natural gas exploration 
and development along with their business and 
investments in the oil sector.
He stated that we will form a working group to prepare 
a national strategy for Petroleum and Minerals 
including a comprehensive vision for the minerals 
and gas exploration and production and exploitation 
in different fields.
He pointed out the importance of marketing 
international tenders for a number of open sectors in 
the biggest oil conferences in the Gulf and worldwide, 
stressing of increasing the oil sector s revenues to 
Yemen. 
The Minister of Oil and Minerals said  that his ministry 
will concentrate on marine and land while improving 
the terms of agreements regarding the exploitation 
of these areas, in addition to the development of a 
database and convert the information into digital 
form, noting the importance of increasing reserves 
and the expansion of the new oil and  gas exploration. 

Held at the headquarters of the Secretariat 
of the League of Arab States a workshop 
entitled «Investing in the Arab States» from 
30 / November to 1 December 2011, in 
preparation for the third session of the Arab 
Summit development, economic and social 
development to be held in Riyadh, 2013.
The workshop aimed to prepare a report on 
the reality of inter-Arab investments and 
promising sectors that can invest across the 
Arab world as well as the obstacles facing 
them, make proposals on the development 
of the Unified Agreement for the investment 
of Arab capital and the development of 
alternatives and mechanisms for activation to 
present them in the summit that will held after 
two years in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
In the workshop a number of papers were 
discussed which were presented by the 
institutions in the investment affairs, as well 
as economic and development organizations.
Yemen has participated in this workshop 
with a delegation from a number of relevant 
authorities .The General Investment Authority 
was presented by Mr. Mohamed Alfarzai Head 
of Industrial Projects sector.
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Two investment projects in Aden Free Zone

The Aden Free Zone signed on 9 th  January, 2012 a lease contract 
to set up two investment projects in the field of public services within 
the sector (G)
The first contract included a land lease for an area of Seven thousand 
and 496 square meters to establish maintenance and repair services 
project owned by Aden Corporation for maintenance and repair with 
an investment cost of eight hundred thousand dollars.
The second contract was awarded to Al Anwar Aden foundation for 
fuel through leasing of four thousand, 685 square meters and at a 
rate of   200 thousand dollars.

The  Head of the promotion sector Mr. Mohamed Ahmed Hussein 
said that the General Investment Authority registered 13 investment 
projects during the last  quarter of 2011,  with a capital of more than 
seven and a half billion Riyals.
Hussein pointed out that the Industrial sector ranked first in 
registration of six investment projects, followed by the Service 
sector with 4 projects, while the Fisheries sector came third with 
two projects and the Tourism sector was ranked last with only one 
investment project. Those projects will create around 328 direct and 
indirect jobs.

The General Investment Authority organized a training program in 
the Arab Republic of Egypt for a number of employees in the field of 
“managerial skills of the Secretariat and improve the performance 
of  offices managers. During the period from December 24th , 2011 
till January 4, 2012, in order to develop the capacity and skills of the 
GIA s̀ staff career and raise their efficiencies and performance. 

Hussein: the General Investment Authority registers 13 investment projects 
during the last quarter of the year 2011

Training program in Egypt for the GIA’s staff 


